2013 Game Reports for Week 3

SLW Black
The Falcons immediately set the tone in the 5th quarter game with some awesome defense. Early on
Derkacy recovered a Spartans fumble. Our defense witnessed great stops by Peltz, Szott, Slager and a
sack by Crean resulting in a 10 yard loss. On offense we dominated with some great blocking by Fushi,
Bromberek, Wuske, Samuel McKenna, Zuranski and Dell that set up 3 touchdowns. Crean and Slager
each scored a TD and Kenny fought through a tackle in the backfield to score a third TD. Falcon’s win 5th
quarter 18-0.
The main game started with a 25 yard kickoff by Heerde. Maxwell McKenna recovered a fumble to
eventually set up the Falcons first TD by Phillips. Heerde recovered an onside kick setting up TD #2 by
Phillips on a 56 yard run. Our third and fourth TD’S came in the 2nd QTR both by Januszewski. The third
and fourth quarters were more of the same – total domination by our Falcons. Mad Max McKenna cut
through the Romeoville O-line and Hayes played the safety position to perfection by tracking down any
Spartan that got into the open field including a TD saving tackle. Defense continued to dominate with
multiple tackles by Purpura, Welker, Janowski and Serauskis. The icing on the cake came late in the 4th
QTR in the form of a 56 TD run by Slager. Final score 32 – 8!!! Morris – beware! The Frankfort Falcons
SLW Black are flying high and on the attack!

LW Black
LWBlack began their takedown of Romeoville with our 5Q team on offense. The Falcons moved the ball
effectively with runs by Brooks, Kepuraitis, Benn, Nair, Crowley, and a touchdown by Dillman. The
Falcon’s 5Q defense had the Spartans losing yardage immediately, resulting in a shut-out. During the
regular game, the LWBlack defense dominated the Spartans, keeping them from scoring until late in the
3Q. Highlights included a fumble recovery by Brown and tackles from Clark, Heerde, Herlihy, Keegan,
LaCognata, McCreary, Mize, Young, Ferneau, and Majcina. Offensively, the Falcons started strong with a
45 yard pass from Keegan to Herlihy setting up a quick touchdown by Brown. The offense continued its
excellent play with five more touchdowns (Heerde and Young), two of which were made on the first play
of the drive, made possible by dominant blocking by Majcina, Hagemaster, Mize, Ramsey, Clark and
Pfister-Arcos. Ultimately, the Falcons won 39 to 27.
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LW Blue
LW Blue climbed to 3-0 with a 26-0 victory over Manhattan. Blue overcame some penalties on the
opening drive as Wiechers had a nice grab on a Belavich pass and Teodoro scored around right end.
Blue covered the onside kick and Belavich scored around right end as Nelson, Villa, and MMichaels
cleared the path. Page led a hard charging defense with tackles from Rekart, Wiechers, Straight,
MMichaels, RBell, Paull, Stolarek, Posey and a pass defense from Wright. Teodoro scored again and
Simon capped off the scoring with a sweet cutback at the goalline.The 5thQ defense smothered the
Patriots with tackles from Phaby, Willis, Cumbee, JMichaels, Maniatis, and Dauber as JElgas added an
interception. Offensively, QB Jones ran an efficient offense with scores from Dauber behind a Phaby
block and JElgas behind a nice lead block from Paul and off tackle through a huge hole created by
Nikolic,Winters and GBell.

LW White
Iaderosa led his teammates to a fifth quarter win against the Junior Warriors with a touchdown and point
after. Falcone, Zaeske, Boylan, Bruno and Murphy were fierce on the defensive line. Later, in the game
Dziedzic and Colin Hackett worked together to plow an opponent down. Paliga, Hawkinson, Amendola,
Kraft, Miritello, Jack Bruns and Matthew Bruns also introduced a few Warriors to the turf. VanderKooi
thwarted one of the Warriors point after attempts. The boys brought their skills to Lincolnway East to face
the Junior Knights. Lizak began a drive that ended with a 40 yard touchdown run by Dochee. Boylan
made an amazing goal line stop that forced possession back to the Falcons. Iaderosa pitched the ball to
Rispoli who advanced downfield. Excellent blocking was provided by Boylan, Low,Falcone, Genz and
Zaeske. Falcons Varsity White Challenges Warriors

JV Blue
Kudos to Coach Bewley as the defense was seamless. On defense: Flaherty, Rojas, Casey, Potts,
Zajac, Johnson, Cohrs, Melby, Savaria, Beltz, and RLiser, Stewart, Parish, Parnello, Romano, Grimm,
Dickhaut, DMShelton, and Clarke pounded Romeoville shutting down their offense and securing two
Falcon victories. With about 4 minutes left in the 1st Quarter, the Falcons had the game on lock 23 to 0.
Grimm scored a touchdown and Greenwalt kicked for the extra 2-points. Clarke scored a touchdown and
Greenwalt kicked the ball for the extra 2-points, DBShelton scored a touchdown and Mailto ran the ball for
the extra point. Zajac caught a pass from RLieser and scored a touchdown. Johnson scored the final
touchdowns of the game and McKinney ran the ball for the extra point ending the game with a 36 to 7
Falcon victory. The 5th Quarter offense Flynn, McKinney, O’Connor, Cohrs, Flaherty, Savaria, and
JLieser confused Romeoville where both Zajac and Melby scored touchdowns.

JV White
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Defense was the name of the game for JV White and the Jr. Warriors Sunday as both teams did their
best to keep the other out of the end zone. Two big plays were the difference for the Jr. Warriors, who
won 14-0. Mike Manning had another big day with two 24yd runs, finishing with over 80yds rushing.
Offensively, Tomczak and Ciatteo also turned in quality performances, but were held scoreless.
Defensively it was a team effort, with big tackles turned in by Chris Jelley, Tyler Gritzenbach, and Justin
Lublow. Matt Russo added his third fumble recovery in as many weeks.
In 5th quarter action, Paige Mance led the defense in tackles, with Cade Turner adding another sack. The
Warriors won 12-0.
On Wednesday, Dimitri Planera was everywhere, making big tackles and recovering a fumble. James,
Bruns, and Looper also played well on defense. Paliga scored the lone TD, and White lost 12-6.

Varsity Black
The game between the visiting Frankfort Falcons and host Romeoville Spartans was postponed one day
due to bad weather. But the home team probably wished it was postponed indefinitely, as it stormed just
as hard- Falcon style, as Frankfort blacked-out the Spartans, 34-8.
The Falcons Defense led the way, as Jon Novak and Nick Mihajlovich (8 tackles each), like twisters,
destroyed everything in their path. Also causing damage with outstanding defensive efforts were Jake
Tencza, Matthew Granberry and Conor Townsend, who picked off the Spartan quarterback twice on the
day.
The Offense showed a better balance, while scoring five times and amassing 287 total yards, behind
thunderous blocking by Connor Nelligan, Calvin Covaciu, and Kevin O’Brien. The Falcons scored first
when QB Michael Bocker tossed a 22 yard lightning strike to Brandon Petkoff, and Sam Welker added
two TD runs. Townsend, who rushed for 106 yards scored from 10 yards out, and Jack Sargent (120
yards rushing) breezed past defenders for a long 38 yard TD to close out the scoring.
Next, the Falcons (2-1) will try to rain on the unbeaten (3-0) Morris Warriors’ parade. Sunday’s Forecast:
Stormy.

Varsity Blue
The Varsity Blue Frankfort Falcons traveled away to face the Manhattan Patriots. The Falcons
immediately showed their prowess with Defense getting an early interception. This was the beginning of
the end for the Patriots as Brajkovich later threw a bomb to Scianna for the first touchdown of the night.
Constant pressure by Michaels, Shafer, Christensen, Medina, and DeGregorio, kept the Patriot
quarterback off balance all night. Amazing blocks by Johnson, O’Gorman, Kocka, Ogarek, Ciciura and
Domalewski created the room for Bolsoni, Seibert and Gossage to plow forward with thunderous runs.
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Walsh, Lang, Salgado and Warning put the final nail in the coffin by putting forth a stifling defensive effort
that shut out the Patriots. The Varsity Blue Falcons are led by an amazing coaching staff. Marc
Brajkovich, John Christensen, Matt Nelson, Ronald Plantz, Scott Seibert and Ernie Shafer have crafted
and molded this team into an instrument of destruction. Final score, 25-0. Below is the article for JV
Black....Happy Reading....

Varsity White
Falcons Varsity White faced challenges during their 3rd game of the season.
Warriors scored first in the game. Falcons QB McGivern connected with Morrissey to tie the game with
16 seconds in the first quarter.
During second quarter Warriors scored with three minutes left and the skies opened up to rain on the
field. Lightening lite up the field calling the game with 1:10 left in second.
On Wednesday night Falcons were looking forward to a fresh start. The game was continued with
Falcons starting defense of Bachler, Gold, Hackett, Huguelet, Kazmierczak,Pollack, and Zavis
Third quarter ended with Rodriguez running long to 35 yard line and Bachler on the carry for an additional
9 yard gain but fell short of goal.
McGivern’s speed and agility challenged the Warriors final touchdown of the game with a Warrior win 26
to Falcons 6.
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